
Math 215B. Spring 2020. Homework answers

Homework 5.

1. The fibration X|2
K(π1(X),0)

−→ X is the universal cover of X, and is not
homologically simple. Namely, the action of π1(X) in the cohomology of the
(discrete!) fiber is just the regular representation of π1(X) inH0(π1(X);G) =
(G-valued functions on the fundamental group). By the way, this can be
considered as a local coefficient system on X, i.e. as a locally constant
sheaf, so the Leray spectral sequence very well exists. For instance, when
X = S1 ∧ S2, the page E1 has only the zero row

0 → G[[q, q−1]]
(q−1)×
−→ G[[q, q−1]]

0
→ G[[q, q−1]] → 0,

where by G[[q, q−1]] I mean the Z-module (Z = π1(X)) of two-sided Lau-
rent series with coefficients in the coefficient abelian group G, and the action
of n ∈ Z defined as multiplication by qn. This row coincides with the cel-
lular cohomolological complex of the universal cover with coefficients in G,
but considered as consisting of π1(X)-modules (rather than simply abelian
groups). So, the page E2 = E∞ gives the correct answer for the cohomology
of the universal cover considered as a π1(X)-module: H0 = 0, H1 = G (with
q acting by 1), and H2 = G[[q, q−1]]. As you see, as an abelian group, H2 is
not finitely generated even when G is finite.

2. Theorem on pp. 358 establishes that at least additivelyH∗(SOn;Z2) =
H∗(S1 × · · · × Sn−1;Z) = ΛZ2

(x1, . . . , xn−1). This shows that xk form a
system of simple generators in the cohomology of the fiber of the universal

bundle ESOn
SOn−→ BSOn. To apply Borel’s theorem, one needs to show

that the generators xk are transgressive. In fact xk can be defined as the
image under the map SOn → V (n, n − k) of the lowest degree generator in
H∗(V (n, n− k);Z2) = H∗(Sk ×· · ·×Sn−1;Z2) = ΛZ2

(xk, . . . , xn−1). Namely,
the cohomology of Stiefel manifolds is computed by the same induction as it is
done in the book for SOn = V (n, n−1), and the naturality of the generators

follows from the fiberwise map between the bundles SOn

SOn−1

−→ Sn−1 and

V (n, n − k)
V (n−1,n−1−k)

−→ Sn−1 over the same base. Now, the generator xk is
transgressive in the universal SOn-bundle because it is transgressive in the

associated bundle E
V (n,n−k)
−→ BSOn, where the rows rows 1, ..., k − 1 of the

spectral sequence are zero.
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3. As the hint suggests (and similarly to the previous problem), we

have a fiberwise map between the bundles SO2n+1
SO2n−1

−→ V (2n + 1, 2) and

V (2n+ 1, 2m)
V (2n−1,2m−2)

−→ V (2n+ 1, 2) over the same base. Since

H∗(V (2n+ 1, 2;Q) = H∗(S4n−1;Q),

we conclude from the spectral sequences that

H∗(SO2n+1;Q) = H∗(SO2n−1 × S4n−1;Q),

H∗(V (2n+ 1, 2m);Q) = H∗(V (2n− 1, 2m− 2)× S4n−1;Q),

and from the map between the two spectral sequences, that the new genera-
tors in the cohomology of both the orthogonal group and the Stiefel manifold
come from the same class x4n−1 ∈ H4n−1(V (2n + 1, 2);Q) in the cohomol-
ogy of the base. Using these facts for the step of induction, we reduce the
problem to the indiction’s base SO2n−2m+3 7→ V (2n − 2m + 3, 2), which
furnishes the generator x4n−4m+3, and is already covered by the fact that
H∗(V (2n− 2m+ 3, 2);Q) = H∗(S4n−4m+3;Q).

4. From the properties φab = φ−1
ba on Ua ∩ Ub and φabφbcφca = e on

Ua ∩ Ub ∩ Uc of transition functions φab = e2πifab on Ua ∩ Ub we see that
fab can be chosen anti-symmetrically (fab = −fba), and that the 1-cochain
f (with values in continuous functions) defined by all fab satisfies (δf)abc :=
fbc − fac + fab ∼= 0 mod 1. Thus, (δf)abc are locally constant integers, which
define a 2-cocycle because δ(δf) = 0. (It is a coboundary as a 2-cochain
with values in functions, but doesn’t have to be a coboundary in the class of
locally constant integer functions.)
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